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Editorial

Social Inclusion – our most important investment
There is much talk about
investment in our country. It is a
topic that fascinates the media and
is bandied about by governments
as though nothing else matters.
Indeed, recently many foreign
mining companies have been
adding to the chorus lamenting
the possibility of any new tax that
may put at risk their investment in
our land which they are
increasingly eager to take away in
ships!
In the Kimberley the
investment mantra is trotted out
frequently by politicians and
wealthy investors alike. This is
especially so when an opinion is
aired that might interfere with
their desire to develop anything
from gas works to huge holes in
the ground. Ensuring that our
society is healthy and prosperous
is not solely the province of the
moneyed world. The need for the
preservation of recreational and
cultural space, the conservation of
land and the environment, the
obligation to ensure on-going biodiversity, and a holistic care for
those who live and work in any
given area are seriously important
and integral parts of any plan
proposing healthy development.
In a fast growing economy
like our own in the Kimberley
there is always the prospect that
not all sectors of our society will
benefit from the growth
phenomenon. In fact, there is
plenty of evidence that serious
social damage has already
occurred. In the rush to develop,
which in some minds is equated
with the maximization of profits,

priorities alter, some people are
left behind and the band of those
left on the margins swells to bleak
proportions. The wheels of
industry and government turn, in
these circumstances, with
relentless force and often with
unconsidered consequences.
Take, for instance, the
disgraceful shortfall in public
housing stocks and the obvious
homelessness in regional towns
and communities where
overcrowding is a daily
occurrence; the parlous state of
health among a significant
number of Kimberley citizens; the
below average educational
achievements in the region; the
high unemployment rate and the
disproportionately high number of
Kimberley men in gaol. This
state of affairs is the result of an
economy based on social
exclusion.
Social Inclusion on the other
hand is affirmative action taken to
create a change in the
circumstances that lead to the
alienation or disenfranchisement
of certain people. It looks to the
cause of social rupture that
prevents individuals and groups
from participating in the normal
activities of the society in which
they live. The cause of
unemployment for one group, for
instance, may be a matter of an
insufficient basic skills level that
might be corrected with the
provision of a particular course
delivered on location. In some
cases it may also simply be that
an absence of transport services or
the lack of driving licences

renders applicants unavailable for
particular jobs. Sometimes poor
health has excluded people from
participating in the workforce.
Suitable solutions may then be
applied. Homelessness in one
place may be a result of a
transmigration of people from a
community to a town due to
social dysfunction in the remote
area, or because there has been a
sudden influx of people seeking
employment opportunities in a
major town. Again, homelessness
may arise simply as a result of
poor government decisions to quit
public housing in favour of
private providers whose market
prices are beyond the capacity of
the poor to pay. Social Inclusion
targets the cause of the disruption
and applies a remedy to enable
the marginalized to engage again
with their own society.
The Federal Government and
some state governments have
made much of a policy of
operating out of a commitment to
Social Inclusion. Results of this
endeavour are yet to be seen. At
the level of local government,
strategies to cater for growth and
development would fare better if
they included Social Inclusion as
a major component of all efforts
in governance. Then perhaps
local government too might be
seen as being at the service of all
people, investing in the long term
future of the broader community,
always including and never
excluding.

A lone dingo quietly wanders down
the track, along the Gibb River
Road, in the central Kimberley.
Photo: CAS

God, hear my
cry for help,
Listen to my prayer!
Ps 61:1
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Ten steps towards being witnesses to the Gospel
STEP 4: INCORPORATE COMMITMENT TO JUSTICE INTO WORSHIP AND PRAYER
Through our prayer and worshipping together, we come to realise that our lives are sacred as is
the life of all our brothers and sisters.

STEP 5: IMAGINE A BETTER WORLD AND BRING THIS VISION TO FRUITION
Jesus was vitally concerned with what divided society and caused human impoverishment. His
ministry to establish the Kingdom of God was certainly concerned with personal conversion but also
with liberating people from unjust structures. We can use our creativity and imagination to develop
new thinking, ideas, structures and institutions
[Australian Catholic Social Justice Council]
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Briefly Speaking
SR BREDA O’REILLY recently
returned on a holiday to
Broome. Sr Breda, a Perth
Sister of Mercy, worked for a
number of years with the
Diocesan Office and is now

Photo: CAS

THE
GOVERNOR
GENERAL OF
AUSTRALIA,
Her Excellency
Ms Quentin
Bryce AC is
pictured with
Warlawurru
students during
her visit to Halls
Creek. Students
attended an
assembly at
Photo: K Sanders
Halls Creek
District High School where they joined others in singing for Her
Excellency.

DR DESMOND RYAN,
visiting scholar at Notre Dame
Australia, from the University of
Edinburgh, came here as a
guest of the Medical School.
The eminent sociologist and
author has paid a
comprehensive visit to
Fremantle and to the Broome
Campus and then spent some
time in Canberra.

Dates to remember…
Photo: J Grimson

located in the metropolitan
area. She will shortly
undertake a time of study in
her homeland of origin, Ireland.
Sr Breda was once Deputy for
Religious in the Diocese of
Broome and was also noted for
her ability to train dogs.

9 July 2010 – 60th Anniversary of
Ordination, Bishop John Jobst SAC
23 July 2010 – Ordination to
Priesthood, John Purnell
20 August 2010 – Ordination to
Diaconate, Frank Birrell

LIFE

Photo: CAS
Photo: CAS

MRS ROMMIE MASAREI

ISIAH STEVENS now plays

from Perth was in Broome
visiting the Notre Dame
Campus. Mrs Masarei is the
NDA Fremantle Director of
Admissions and Student
Services as well as a Governor
of the University.

Colts for Swan Districts footy
team in Perth and is enjoying
every minute of it. Isiah
originally came from Fitzroy
Crossing although these days
his home is in the Pilbara.

It is sacred
Unborn child at 19 weeks
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Caritas Kimberley
www.caritas.com.au

Building strong
communities
Often, when Caritas tells you about their work around the world
they tend to measure tangible successes: the number of people living
on less than $1.25 per day; improvements in the number of children
getting an education; rates of child and maternal mortality; crop yields
or access to water.
It is much more difficult to put into a report the more abstract
achievements; a community’s spirit, pride, confidence or unity. But
for Caritas Australia’s Program
Coordinator for South Asia,
Danielle Atkins, it’s these
indicators that are the real
measure of success in the
communities Caritas works with
in India. As Ms Atkins explains,
“It is these elements that are the
real reasons we do this work.
We want to build stronger
communities.”
Caritas Australia supports
Integrated Natural Resource
Management (INRM) programs
in communities in India’s central

north eastern states
Jharkhand and
Chhattisgarh; regions
plagued by drought,
stifled by inadequate
access to mature
governance structures
and frequently
disturbed by
Photos: Caritas Australia
insurgency activity.
Through the enhancement of tribal farming and irrigation practices
in these arid lands, Caritas is enabling communities to increase their
yields and sustainably manage their crops, water and livestock and
generate income.
Two years into the five year project, Ms Atkins says, “The need to
improve farming practices, provide hardware and infrastructure, and to
promote income generation are just the entry points for Caritas Australia.
“We don’t come into the communities, build a watershed, plant
some crops and then leave villagers without the knowledge to
maintain or extend the infrastructure. We want them to really own the
project’s future.
“When you see water where the land was once bone dry, there is
no denying the life-saving impact this program is having. But more
inspirational for me is the strength of the unsung heroes who work to
empower change at the grassroots in the communities.”
Donate to this and other projects funded by Caritas by mailing
your donation to Caritas Kimberley, PO Box 76, Broome WA 6725
or donate online at www.caritas.org.au
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Community Radio to
expand facilities
Bishop Christopher Saunders (L) with 6DBY Radio Station
Manager, Mikki Venn, and Board Chairman, Gordon Marshall (R), at
the signing of the lease of the buildings on the old St Joseph’s Hostel
block in Derby. The highly successful Community Radio Station is to
renovate the buildings for the purposes of expanding broadcasting
facilities and associated community activities.

Centacare News
Centacare Kimberley’s Homeless Outreach Project, conducted in
partnership with the Department of Child Protection, has commenced
in Broome. It will work alongside the existing Return to Country
Program. Central to this program is the provision of a hot meal and
contact with the outreach workers. In its first three weeks, 300
people have attended!

Janet Richardson accepts a tasty breakfast from Ron Bin Swani assisting ‘master
chef’ Ronnie Roe, front right, at the launch of breakfast on Friday 21 May 2010,
for the Outreach Project. Photo: J Grimson

On law and order

Office of Justice,
Ecology and Peace
By Dr David Brennan, Editing and Publications Officer
of the Australian Catholic Social Justice Council

Fairness means
fairness for all
Photo: University of Notre Dame, Fremantle

Vice Chancellor Professor Celia Hammond, on behalf of the
University of Notre Dame, Fremantle WA, hosted a forum on the matter
of law and order and the criminal justice system, on 29 May 2010. The
keynote speaker was Mgr David Cappo VG from Adelaide Archdiocese,
who is also the Commissioner for Social Inclusion in South Australia.
Part of the conference consisted of a panel chaired by Geoff
Hutchison of ABC Radio, with members Police Commissioner Karl
O’Callaghan, Bishop Christopher Saunders, award winning journalist
Colleen Egan, Chief Justice of WA Wayne Martin, and Malcolm
McCusker QC.

Wrapped in Collingwood

Photo: CAS

You never know how lucky you can get when you visit the Bishop.
Daijon (L) got a big wrap in lots of Collingwood Magpie gear in honour
of their latest win. His dad Darren Puertollano looks on a little
bemused!!

In this column this time last year, I looked at the way some of
Australia’s most marginalised people had fared under the Federal
Budget. They hadn’t been treated well. This year, sadly, it’s much the
same. Many of those most in need of support have been ignored by the
Budget.
“You don’t build a strong economy on the back of a fractured
society,” said Dr John Falzon, Chief Executive of the Society of St
Vincent de Paul, the day after the
‘A rising tide does
Treasurer’s speech. He points out that
the more than 600,000 Australians
not lift all boats’....
without a job subsist on an allowance
Some are damaged that is less than half the minimum
and need special
wage, leaving them below the OECD
poverty line.
care and repairs
Dr Falzon’s words were echoed by
before they can have Frank Quinlan, executive director of
any hope of floating Catholic Social Services Australia, and
by Clare Martin, CEO of the Australian
again.’
Council of Social Service (ACOSS).
They too are worried about those facing the realities of the Newstart
allowance. ACOSS has been calling for the basic Newstart rate to be
increased from $33 to $39 per day, or $276 per week. It has also been
advocating for a small increase of $15 per week in rent assistance.
Frank Quinlan, writing in Eureka Street, referred to ‘the Budget of
social exclusion’. He says we need more opportunities to enter the
workforce, and he challenges the idea that a vigorous economy alone
is the recipe for better employment. ‘A rising tide does not lift all
boats’, he writes. ‘Some are damaged and need special care and
repairs before they can have any hope of floating again.’
But the problem is not only for those out of work. Because of the
erosion of minimum rates of pay, increasing numbers of Australians
are struggling to make ends meet even when they are employed.
Bishop Christopher Saunders, Chairman of the ACSJC, has issued a
clear call for justice for the lowest-paid workers in his Pastoral Letter
for the Feast of St Joseph the Worker for May 2010. Bishop Saunders
cites the work of the Australian Catholic Council for Employment
Relations (ACCER), which shows that over the past decade, workers
on so-called safety net wages have been coming close to poverty or
falling into it.
Bishop Saunders points out that during that time, average weekly
earnings have risen by 53.2% to $1,223, but the Federal Minimum
Wage has risen by only 35.8% to $543.78. ‘The minimum would be
around $610 if it had increased in line with average wages’, he writes.
There is no fairness unless there is fairness for all. As I was
writing this, the government’s new wage-fixing body, Fair Work
Australia, was close to making decision on federal minimum rates.
Its predecessor, the Fair Pay Commission, failed to deliver an increase
that would even keep pace with inflation. For its first test, the new
body will need to remedy the legacy of the past ten years. For the
unemployed and for our lowest-paid workers, it’s time for justice.
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Archive and Research Centre
opened and blessed
The official Opening and Blessing of the Archive and Research Centre,
located behind the Old Convent and forming part of the SSJG (Sisters of St
John of God) Heritage Centre, in Broome, took place on the evening of 17
May 2010. More than 150 guests and dignitaries gathered together on the
lawns of the Old Convent in Barker Street to celebrate this wonderful event.
The Centre was opened by Sr Pauline O’Connor, Australian Province Leader
of the Sisters of St John of God, and blessed by Bishop Christopher Saunders.
Guest speaker was Associate Professor Patrick Dodson. The Yawuru welcome
to country was expressed by Cissy Djiagween.

Above: A section of the large
gathering for the Opening and Blessing of
the Centre.
Left; From left, Bishop Christopher
Saunders, Sr Pauline O’Connor Province
Leader of the Sisters of St John of God,
Associate Professor Patrick Dodson and
Shire President, Grahame Campbell.
Photos: S Starc
Below: Entertainment was provided by
Broome identities Baamba (Stephen) Albert
(L) and David Pigram.

All life demands struggle.
Those who have everything
given to them become lazy,
selfish, and insensitive to the
real values of life.
The very striving and hard work
that we so constantly try to avoid
is the major building block
in the person we are today.
Pope Paul VI

WANTED:

Volunteer
Workers
Kimberley Catholic
Volunteer Service
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The Diocese of Broome, Western Australia, urgently requires volunteers – couples and singles – to serve within
the Diocese. Duties may include any of the following: cooking, working in stores, building and vehicle
maintenance, housekeeping, book-keeping, transport and grounds maintenance.
In return for being part of the team we offer accommodation, living expenses and an allowance.

Placements are preferred for a period of twelve months plus but a reduced time would be
considered. For further details and an application form please contact:
Mrs Vicki Baudry: Phone: 08 9192 1060 or email: admin@broomediocese.org
PO Box 76, BROOME WA 6725

Vatican Dossier

Pope: We Are Always
Called to Live a Christian
Life
Reflects on
the Feast of
the Holy
Trinity
VATICAN CITY, MAY 31, 2010
(Zenit.org).-

Even though the Easter
season is over, the
commitment to live a life of
grace is not, Benedict XVI
said Sunday before praying the midday Angelus with those gathered
in St Peter's Square.
Noting that even though the Easter season has concluded, he
said "that does not mean that the commitment of Christians must
diminish, rather, having entered into the divine life through the
sacraments, we are called daily to be open to the action of grace, to
progress in the love of God and our neighbor."
"This Sunday," he continued, "the Solemnity of the Most Holy
Trinity, recapitulates, in a sense, God's revelation in the paschal
mysteries: Christ's death and resurrection, his ascension to the right
hand of the Father and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit.
"The human mind and language are inadequate for explaining
the relationship that exists between the Father, the Son and the Holy
Spirit, and nevertheless the Fathers of the Church tried to illustrate
the mystery of the One and Triune God, living it in their existence
with profound faith."
The Holy Father reflected on the sign of the cross, and noted
that on the day of baptism the faithful are baptized "in the name of
the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit."
"We recall the name of God in which we were baptized every
time that we make the sign of the cross," he said. "Thus in the sign
of the cross and in the name of the living God the proclamation that
generates faith and inspires prayer is contained."

Viewpoint
By Bishop Christopher Saunders DD

WYD Madrid 2011
Call to young Pilgrims
It is time to prepare for WYD11 in Madrid, Spain. Once again
the Holy Father has invited the youth of the world to gather and meet
with him as pilgrims to celebrate and deepen their faith. Just as
Sydney in 2008 was the single largest gathering of youth in the
history of the nation so Madrid promises to be a huge festival of
unprecedented proportions.
Three years has almost passed since we started the twelve month
countdown to WYD08 in Sydney. Our preparation time included the
journey of the Cross and Icon around this local Church of the
Kimberley as well as a variety of
retreats, camps and meetings. Many
people, not only youth, enjoyed the
benefit of getting ready for WYD08. I
would like to see us share as a local
Church the benefits of preparing for
WYD11 too. Our own Youth Cross
and the Our Lady of the Kimberley
Icon are soon to be seen in a variety of
locations. The chance to gather and to
learn and to deepen our faith is once
more made available to us in this
special way.
The group who attended the
Sydney 08 was the single largest ever
group of young people to leave the
Kimberley at any one time. What a
magnificent experience for the one
hundred and twenty pilgrims who
traveled to the NSW capital from all
over the Kimberley. Who will ever
forget the Stations of the Cross that were broadcast from Sydney
around the nation and the arrival in the city of the Holy Father, Pope
Benedict XVI, crossing that beautiful harbour by boat. For me a
lasting joy was to hear Sydney people say how open and friendly the
city had become as a result of that celebrated occasion when for a
week an enormous crowd of peaceful and faith-sharing young people
visited the city as never before, spreading happiness and goodness
wherever they went. Like others, Kimberley pilgrims had a
memorable time and experienced something extraordinarily unique in
the life of the country. Truly it was a once-in-a-lifetime happening for
our nation and now we turn our attention to the continent of Europe, to
Madrid, the capital of Spain.
Young pilgrims from the Kimberley are invited to apply through their
Parish Priests, their Catholic School Principals or Pastoral Associates to
be accepted as a pilgrim with the Kimberley group to travel to Spain in
August 2011. I hope that at least four young people from each Parish
will travel to Spain to represent us, to partake in the pilgrimage and to
enjoy the experience of being with millions of other youth.
If you are over eighteen you will need a passport and you will
need to apply for it through your nearest post office well before we
leave. Pilgrims accepted to join the Kimberley
group ideally will be aged eighteen to thirty-five.
Teaching assistants and teachers in that age group
are especially invited to apply. The period away
will be a little over two weeks and will cost $6000
per person. A 50% subsidy is available to all
applicants. Parishes and schools are asked to help
their representatives raise the rest of the cash.
WYD11. Madrid, Spain. Let’s get our pilgrimage underway!
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Notre Dame Kimberley
Sally Clark, Assistant Dean, School of Nursing

Expectations and
Opportunities
When I was asked the other day how long I had been working at the
University of Notre Dame, I replied “6 years”. Actually, it is closer to 9
years. My response gave me an opportunity to reflect on my time here
and really brought home to me the commitment and high expectations of
the team that I work with in the University. My home for the past 25
years has been the North West of Western Australia. I have nursed in a
variety of clinical areas as well as different towns and, with my husband,
have grown a family up along the way. So you could say I am used to
diversity. I am also not averse to a challenge. It is the challenges in life, I
find, that give us the best opportunity for growth; especially if we have
motivation and the support of family and friends.
Gaining further education for me has always been one of those
challenges. However, right from the outset, I decided I wanted to
complete my Bachelor of Nursing, become a child health nurse, a
midwife and in my spare time a women’s health nurse. Nothing wrong
with setting your sights high! I did eventually realise my goals, although
it took many years and a lot of time away from home, family and friends.
The expectations that we have of ourselves are what should guide us
to our achievements; not the expectations of others. Indigenous soprano,
Deborah Cheetham, stated at the 2009 Nulungu Reconciliation Lecture,
“I believe that if you change expectations you can change outcomes”.
This lecture certainly gave me food for thought and the topic still
resonates today. Whilst expectations are what can drive us to achieve, or
hold us back, we need the opportunity to achieve our goals. Opportunity
for appropriate and relevant education is often a challenge to people
living away from metropolitan areas and the Kimberley is no exception.
The School of Nursing, Broome Campus is committed to the
reconciliation process by being active in Closing the Gap to Indigenous
disadvantage. We do this by making a considered effort to increase
opportunities through the accessibility and availability of all our health
and nursing courses and through our involvement in the Australian Nurse
Family Partnership Program (ANFPP). ANFPP is a national program
funded by the Federal government in an effort to close the life
expectancy gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians.
The School of Nursing works within a Support Service to co-ordinate
and provide training for Nurses and Family Partnership Workers who are
commencing work in this intensive home visiting program for
Indigenous families. The School of Nursing has been offering the
opportunity for education through a Diploma of Nursing course, using a
‘virtual classroom’ focusing on positive feelings and good educational
outcomes for students. Students come to the Campus for a limited
number of study ‘Blocks’ where they meet other students and practise
clinical skills in the Nursing Laboratory.
At one such recent ‘Block’, the School acknowledged International
Nurses Day with a combined blessing for students new to our courses or
going on their first clinical placement. This gathering of over 50
students, from a number of health and nursing courses, living in a variety
of places throughout the North West of Western Australia, certainly gave
us the opportunity to celebrate the School’s achievements. The positive
feedback and discussion that took place, confirmed the plans and
expectations of the School of
Nursing to provide educational
opportunities for those not wanting
to move to the city.
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Nurses and students
blessed on International
Nurses Day
By Trevor Wright, 2nd Year Bachelor of Nursing ~ Broome Campus.

On 20 May 2010, I was privileged to be invited to be involved in
the ceremony which was a combined blessing of nurses who will be
attending their first practicum and a celebration of International Nurses
Day. It was also the tenth anniversary of the establishment of the
University’s Nursing School. As a trained Enrolled Nurse and a second
year Bachelor of Nursing student, this meant a great deal to me.
The ceremony consisted of an introduction, followed by a
procession of three nurses, myself included, carrying a bible, candle and
holy water to symbolise the Word, enlightenment through Christ, and
baptism and life. It was a very moving service led by Fr Matthew
Digges, Administrator of the Cathedral Parish, who then blessed all the
nurses individually after they had received their Notre Dame shirts. He
also blessed those students who will be attending a clinical placement in
Vietnam. Students studying in the VET in Schools Program were
blessed as well. These students came from Broome, Derby and Fitzroy
Crossing. We then had an amazing talk by Maryann Martin, a local
Indigenous lady who has been a Registered Nurse and Midwife for
many years.

From left, Sr Jennifer Farrell SGS, Nursing Lecturer
at the Uni, Fr Matthew Digges, Administrator of the Cathedral Parish, and Matthew
Hill, Campus Minister, gather with students for the blessing.

I found this to be very moving as her words of wisdom showed
nursing camaraderie has no boundaries and, in the true spirit of the
ethos of Notre Dame, gave great insight to how we as nurses can all
help in the reconciliation of wrongs done before our time. This very
moving ceremony had great importance to all, especially to us as
student nurses, as our hands were blessed and we in turn use these
hands in a healing, compassionate way.

Magpie Competition

We have a winner!
CONGRATULATIONS TO KRISHENDA WHITE
of Wanalirri Catholic School in Gibb River
(Central Kimberley). Krishenda wins for herself
a choice of a DVD player or MP3.
Thanks to all those who entered.

Sorry Day ceremony
By Sonia Starc

National Sorry Day was remembered by University of Notre Dame
staff, students and visitors at a celebration held at Graduation Square,
Broome Campus on 26 May 2010.

Kimberley Wild

The Australian Dingo
Canis lupus dingo

The Australian Dingo is a domestic dog which has adapted to life
as a wild dog. Like all domestic dogs, dingoes tend towards a
phonetic communication, the difference being that they howl and
whimper more and bark less than domestic dogs.
Dingoes have a relatively broad head, a pointed muzzle, and
erect ears. Eye colour varies from yellow over orange to brown.
The fur of adult dingoes is short, bushy on the tail, and varies in
thickness and length depending on the climate. The fur colour is
mostly sandy to reddish brown, but can include tan patterns and be
occasionally black, light brown, or white. The average dingo is 5260 cm tall at the shoulders and measures 117 to 124 cm from nose to
tail tip. The average weight is 13-20 kg, however there was a report
of one weighing 27 kg. Males are typically larger and heavier than
females of the same age.

Gathered round the Cross are Fr Matthew Digges, Administrator of the Cathedral
Parish, with Campus Manager, Lyn Quince (centre) and local Yawuru woman, Erica
Bernard. Photo: S Starc

Students and staff were invited to plant 54 ‘feet’ in the six colours
of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander flags, which symbolised the
walking towards fulfilling all 54 recommendations of the Bringing
Them Home Report, by 2017.
The cross, decorated with Tiwi Island fabric, was a symbol of the
Catholic University’s mix of both Indigenous and non-Indigenous
people, and in the Christian context, of forgiveness and openness to all
people and of hope in true reconciliation.

Photo: CAS

One hundred and seventy species (from insects to buffaloes)
have been identified as being part of the dingo diet. In general,
livestock seems to make up only a small proportion of its diet.
Dingoes are very often nocturnal in warmer regions, but more
active during the day in cooler areas. They usually remain in one
area and do not undergo seasonal migrations. However, during times
of famine, even in normally ‘safe’ areas, dingoes travel into pastoral
areas, where intensive human-induced control measures are
undertaken. Dingoes breed once annually.

Planting of ‘feet’ by staff and students. Photo: S Starc
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Catholic Mission

Saint News

www.catholicmission.org.au

St Martha

Thank you from Zambia
Kaliki-liki in the local slang of Lusaka, Zambia, translates into
“Hard labour”. Life is definitely a struggle for the people in Kaliki-liki
settlement, especially in the wet season.
Roads are rough and potholed and very muddy. There are no
services in the settlement. Most people drive taxis, have market stalls
or work as street vendors selling newspapers or in similar part-time
jobs to scrape together enough money to feed their families.
With ever growing numbers the Kaliki-liki settlement needed its
own church as the nearest church was several kilometres away and
already full.
Kaliki-liki Parish was created for over 1,800 Mass attendees each
weekend and there are now five

Workers on site at the
partially completed church.

Masses each Sunday
in the fast growing
parish.
Through your
generosity, and that of
other Australian
Catholics, through
Catholic Mission, a
new church is almost
finished. The first
Mary Queen of Peace Church under construction.
Mass was celebrated Photos: B Dynan, Catholic Mission
in October 2009
before the building even had the roof installed. This “Mary Queen of
Peace Church” is due for completion by the end of 2010.
Desmond, the foreman, is a parish council member and all the
building team are locals from Kaliki-liki. The parishioners obtained
the land for the parish centre, dug the foundation trenches, brought in
crushed stone, sand and building materials, and paid for approximately
half of the total building expenses.
Already in its unfinished state the church is used as a community
centre for Masses, catechetics, small Christian Community meetings,
women’s and youth group meetings throughout the week.
Catholic Mission is also funding the construction of a two room preschool on the parish grounds which should be finished in one year’s
time. There is also the need to build a house for the parish priest.
If you would like to contribute to these projects please call
1800 257 296 or go to www.catholicmission.org.au.
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PATRON OF SERVANTS
AND COOKS
Feast Day: 29 July

“Jesus loved Martha and Mary and Lazarus.” This unique
statement in John’s gospel tells us of the special relationship Jesus
had with Martha, her sister, and her brother.
Many of us find it easy to identify with Martha in the story Luke
tells. Martha welcomes Jesus and his disciples into her home and
immediately goes to work to serve them. Hospitality is paramount in
the Middle East and Martha believed in its importance. Imagine her
frustration when her sister Mary ignores the rule of hospitality and
Martha’s work in order to sit and listen to Jesus. Instead of speaking
to her sister, she asks Jesus to intervene. Jesus’ response is not
unkind, which gives us an idea of his affection for her. He observes
that Martha is worried about many things that distract her from really
being present to him. He reminds her that there is only one thing
that is truly important - listening to him. And that is what Mary has
done. In Martha we see ourselves - worried and distracted by all we
have to do in the world and forgetting to spend time with Jesus. It
is, however, comforting to note that Jesus loved her just the same.
The next visit shows how well Martha learned this lesson. She is
grieving the death of her brother with a house full of mourners when
she hears that Jesus has just come to the area. She gets up
immediately and leaves the guests, leaves her mourning, and goes to
meet him.
Her conversation with Jesus shows her faith and courage. In this
dialogue she states clearly without doubt that she believes in Jesus’
power, in the resurrection, and most of all that Jesus is the Son of
God. Jesus tells her that he is the resurrection and the life and then
goes on to raise her brother from the dead. Our final picture of
Martha in Scripture is the one that sums up who she was. Jesus has
returned to Bethany some time later to share a meal with his good
friends. In this home were three extraordinary people. We hear how
brother Lazarus caused a stir when he was brought back to life. We
hear how Mary causes a commotion at dinner by annointing Jesus
with expensive perfume. But all we hear about Martha is the simple
statement: “Martha served.” She isn’t in the spotlight, she doesn’t do
showy things, she doesn’t receive spectacular miracles. She simply
serves Jesus.
But wouldn’t it be wonderful if the most important thing that
could be said about us is “They served”?

Kimberley Kitchen

Queenfish Namas
Sue Thomas is a local
architect with Engawa Architects
and has lived and worked in
Broome for over 10 years. Sue’s
two young boys both attend St
Mary’s College and husband
Richard, who also works with
Engawa Architects, is a keen
kayak fisherman.
With regular fish entering the
household, Sue has a number of
good fish recipes to call upon.
Whilst Queenfish is generally not
Photo: J Grimson
regarded as a prize catch, this dish
may help change your mind about the much maligned ‘Queenie’.
Ingredients

500g Queenfish fillets
5 lemons
2 tblsp soy sauce
1 tspn brown sugar
1 tblsp tamarind puree

300ml approx, good quality coconut
cream
Bunch of spring onions
Bunch of coriander

Method

Cut fillets into thin slices, place in bowl and cover with the juice
of the lemons. White vinegar can be added if not enough juice from
lemons. Place in fridge for 1 hour.
Combine soy sauce, tamarind and sugar in large bowl. Add
chopped spring onions and coriander and combine with coconut cream.
When fish is pickled (should turn completely white) drain off
lemon juice and place in large bowl with all other ingredients. If you
prefer a little more salt, add more soy sauce.
Serve with hot rice.

School of Nursing fundraiser

Photo: CAS

Kimberley Accommodation proprietor, Martin Peirson-Jones (L)
buys a sausage sandwich in aid of Notre Dame School of Nursing.
From right, Sr Jennifer Farrell SGS, Donnelle Perry, Sally Clark (Head
of Nursing) - Matsos’s restaurant and brewery hosted an afternoon in
aid of the nursing facility.

Justice Matters
By Shane J. Wood cfc

Part 1: Law & Order
versus Erosion of Rights
The recently retired District Court Judge, Antoinette Kennedy, has
been very outspoken about the deficiencies of the State’s legal system
and the lack of diversionary programs and alternatives to jail for
many people who end up in the criminal justice system. She also
expressed her concern about the latest changes to the powers of police
who will be able to stop and search any person without reasonable
suspicion. Her concern, as she pointed out on Stateline, was about
the situation being created in Western Australia where people had
become ‘more frightened of disorder than tyranny,’ which ‘enables
you to do almost anything you like as far as legislation is concerned.’
There is a need for a balance between what is required to keep the
majority of the population safe and able to enjoy the freedoms that we
have come to expect, and the need for the majority to surrender some
of those freedoms in order that the minority who do not respect the
rights of others can be restrained. Many, such as Antoinette Kennedy,
think that the balance might
There is a need for a
have been tipped too far in
favour of the power to restrain. balance between what is
We see this not only in the
required to keep the
matter of ‘stop and search’, but
majority of the population
also in the area of Federal laws
safe and able to enjoy the
in relation to those seeking
asylum. The Rudd government freedoms that we have
has not yet amended all the
come to expect, and the
harsher aspects of these laws
There are those who refuse need for the majority to
to admit that these were aspects surrender some of those
of Australia’s legal framework
freedoms in order that the
that infringed significantly upon
minority who do not respect
the rights of those genuinely
seeking asylum. They continue the rights of others can be
to assert that this trade-off of
restrained.
rights was justified in order to
keep out of our country the less than ten per cent of applicants who
turned out to be non-genuine applicants. It hardly seems to be a fair
balance, and it is a legislative regime to which we ought never return.
The prisons in Western Australia are full to overflowing, yet we
continue to incarcerate people for minor offences and fine defaults.
These minor offences demand a more creative community solution
than simply locking people up. The majority of people jailed for
these offences tend to be those at the lower end of the economic
scale, who lack the skills to avoid the same result in the future. Jail
without further education and training, also in short supply in the
prison system, will not help these people to avoid similar situations in
the future.
Some aspects of the ‘anti-hoon’ legislation are also in need of
reform. It has been shown recently that innocent parties can be
caught up in the aftermath of the automatic application of the seizure
of vehicles section of the legislation. The government has shown that
it is willing to review this aspect. Let us hope that it will also review
its approach to mandatory sentencing, stop-and search, and
imprisonment for minor offenders and fine defaulters before the
prison system reaches breaking point.
[Part 2 next issue]
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Parish News
Broome
Parishioners at Our Lady Queen of Peace Cathedral Broome
celebrated the
Crowning of
Mary on
Monday 31
May with a
small
procession and
rosary in the
grounds of the
Cathedral.
Mass was then
celebrated in
the Cathedral
for the Feast
of the
Visitation.

Kalumburu
Kalumburu artist Nina Maraltadj (L) has produced a painted crucifix
of great beauty much to the obvious pleasure of Parish Priest Fr Anscar
McPhee (R).
Known as the Kira Kiro Figure Crucifixion the piece features the
reproduction of a type of figure, a local art form associated with what is
known as Bradshaw art. This art form abounds in the Kalumburu region

Elizabeth
Puertollano
reaches up to
place the
crown on
Mary’s head in
the grotto, in
the gardens of
the Cathedral.
Photo: J Grimson

Peter Kelly (L), of PMK Fabrication, examines the new base
cleverly manufactured for the Kimberley Youth Cross, with
Administrator of the Cathedral, Fr Matthew Digges.

Photo: CAS

When it comes
to cleaning the
Parish Church at
Kalumburu Sr Mary
Scanlon and Betty
Bundamurra make a
great team. Betty
does the hard work
and Sr Mary does
the entertaining.
Whatever the
method, this
Community place
of worship is
always spic and
span - and a great
credit to the
dynamic duo.
Photo: CAS
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Photo: CAS

Parish News
Billiluna

Derby

Mary Darkie and Robert McKay with the youngest of their six children, Nickaiwah.
Photo: A Cabassi RSJ

Mary Darkie, Community Chairperson in Billiluna, West Kimberley,
welcomed the recent visit of Sr Alma Cabassi RSJ, Family Support
Worker for the Diocese of Broome.
The visit was an opportunity for Sr Alma to network with the
Community, and in particular the Youth Officer, in planning for groups
to access personal development programs at Mirrilingki Spirituality
Centre, Warmun. Planning to facilitate participation in a Seasons for
Growth grief and loss program in August, is well on the way.

Photo: P Boyers

Seen here at the recent opening of the new Numbala Nunga nursing
facility in Derby is local resident Lena Fraser Buckle (L) with
Rosemary Young from Frontier Services, Darwin.

Kimberley Volunteers
By Vicki Baudry, Volunteer Co-ordinator

Since the last issue of our magazine,
volunteers have been continuing their efforts
throughout the Diocese.
All appear to be well, and are enjoying
and thriving on their hard work!
Shortly there will be a new campaign for
recruitment of volunteers. The months go by
so quickly and, before we know it, our
current team of volunteers will be looking to
head home for a well earned rest.
Who knows, maybe some will return at a
later date.
Paul Dwyer has returned to the cooler
climate of Victoria, after spending over two
months at Kalumburu Mission in the far north
of the Diocese. The hay is baled, the vehicles
have been serviced (and much more)!
The smell and colour of paint is in the air.
At La Grange–Bidyadanga Parish, south of
Broome, our volunteers are giving their
accommodation a well overdue facelift.
Whilst in Broome our volunteers, Geoff

Evans and Jimmi Smith, are repainting some
of our Diocesan accommodation.
Once again it is thanks to the generosity
of our volunteers that the good works of the
Diocese continue.

Above: Jimmi (L) and Geoff
prepare the paintpots for a
job in Broome.
Photo: S Starc
Left: Laurie Short wields
the paintbrush in La
Grange-Bidyadanga.
Photo: H Short
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School News
Gibb River
Young students, from left, Kimisha Burgu, Florentina Tataya,
Winston Shaw and Jacob Burgu, of Wanalirri Catholic School Gibb
River enjoyed the hands on time with puppets when Janenell Sibosado
and Trish Collins of the Catholic Education Office Broome visited
recently to work with staff on furthering the use of play as part of
education.

Photo: J Sibosabo

Photo: N Goodwin RSJ

On 7 May this year, Anne Marie Pickford, through the Catholic
Education Office, ran an inservice day focusing on the PATHS program
(Promoting Alternative Thinking Strategies) for staff of Wanalirri
Catholic School – from left, Sr Nola Goodwin RSJ, Principal of
Wanalirri, with Sr Christine O’Connor SSJ, who provides tutoring two
weeks in each term, Anne Marie, and Francella White, Teaching
Assistant.

Warmun
By Leanne Hodge, Deputy Principal/REC

Earlier this term Ms Rose Malgil was farewelled from the teaching
staff of Ngalangangpum School in Warmun (East Kimberley).
A dedicated Teacher Aid, Rose (L) worked with Ms Deborah Finn (R)
in the Year 1/2 class for almost three years. While her colleagues will
miss her talents around the school they are comforted by the thought
that she will be working across the road at the community office, a
move that brings her closer to where she wants to be in the future.
We wish Rose all the best for this next step on her journey.

The boys and their dinner – from left, Michael Malgil, Winston Ramsay, Corey Peris,
Kaneum Nocketta, Willow Chungal, and Antonio Umbulgarri. Photo: N Morgan

Photo: N Dumesny
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On Wednesday 28 April, High School Boys from Ngalangangpum
School in Warmun went on a bush trip. Elder Rusty Peters taught the
boys all about country and gave them some useful hunting skills. After
digging themselves out of a bog, the boys collected spinifex for bush
medicine, saw rock art and listened to Rusty talk about the land. The
highlight of the trip was catching a massive goanna (jarrampany); it was
as long as some of the boys are tall and tasted great too!

School News
Red Hill

Extending the School Day
Dean Savoia, Principal

As part of the Commonwealth Government’s “National Priority
Partnerships” Project, Warlawurru Catholic School in Halls Creek is
offering students and families the opportunity to join in two afternoons
of learning and fun each week. Monday afternoons target mainly junior
students with a Computer Club organised by teachers Ms Rosanne
Marwick and Miss Peggy Naylon. On Thursday afternoons, until the
unseasonal rain, was Swimming Club for the senior students, but now
Miss Kylie Marsden and Mr Graham Lightning have organised
gardening activities for students. The response from students has been
excellent with an average of sixteen students attending each activity.

NAPLAN participants May 14th 2010: Students (L to R) Nickaya Ryder, Levi Ross,
Markelle Minga, Tyler Gallagher, Keenan Watson, Patricia Gallagher. (Front) Coburn
Minga. Photo: D Savoia

Students David Moreton and Keenan Watson enjoy Computer Club. Photo: D Savoia

Congratulations to our NAPLAN test participants Tyler, Nickaya,
Levi, Markelle, Coburn, Keenan and Patricia for working hard to
complete all the Literacy and Numeracy testing in mid May.

Kununurra
St Joseph’s School Kununurra was lucky indeed to be part of visits
from two vice regal visitors to the town in the last few weeks. Several
Year 6 students assisted the Governor General, Ms Quentin Bryce, in
planting a tree in Celebrity Tree Park.

WA Governor, Dr Ken Michaels, with school councillors
Tasma (L) and Connor.. Photo: N Dyer

Governor General Ms Quentin Bryce and School Principal Sr Catherine (centre back),
with helpers for the tree planting (from left) Mae, Joanne, Tracie-Leigh, Claudia,
Ashton and Ella. Photo: N Dyer

Then, more recently, the Year 7 students lunched with the
Governor of WA, Dr Ken Michaels. After lunch they joined the Year
4 – 6 classes along with students from Kununurra District High in an
assembly where our choir sang and our two councillors, Connor and
Tasma, presented the Governor with a special gift of the school candle
atop a piece of unique okapi stone.
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School News
Broome
Students at St Mary’s College Broome began their Feast Day
celebrations, on 24 May, the Feast of Our Lady Help of Christians, with
Mass for the whole school in the grounds of the College. Bishop
Christopher Saunders celebrated the Mass and was assisted by Fr
Matthew and Fr Ernesto.

Photo: S Millar

Preparing to release bright purple balloons to mark National Sorry
Day, 26 May, on the Primary Campus of St Mary’s College are, from
left, Jake Powers, Miss Keisha, Ms Maggie Lands, Ms Annette
Bedford, Ryland Mitchell and Andrew James.
By Sarah McPherson

Children place petals at the foot of the statue of Mary. Photo: D Kelly

Derby

Tyler Cox tries on a police riot helmet for size, assisted by Sgt Strange of Broome
Police. Photo: N Giancono
Photo: Mgr P Boyers

This group of young students and their teacher were keen
participants in the recent Walkathon held to raise funds for Holy
Rosary School, Derby.
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Kindy students from St Mary’s College Broome recently visited the
Broome Police complex to learn about the important role that police
play in the community. The children were most impressed by the guns
and with hearing the sirens.

School News
Balgo
By Darren Perrett, Christian Service Learning coordinator
Aboriginal Student Coordinator La Salle College Middle Swan

During the Easter break seventeen Year 11 students from La Salle
College in Middle Swan, Perth, travelled the Tanami track to Balgo.
The aim of the trip was to make sure that the young people of
Luurnpa Catholic School were kept entertained during the teachers’
well deserved holiday.
The students from La Salle spent a good part of one year
organising and fundraising for the trip to Balgo and they were so
excited to meet and greet the local Aboriginal people.
A number of activities were organised for the young people
including footy matches and basketball games as well as a lot of art
and craft activities.
We arrived in Balgo on Good Friday and joined in St Theresa’s
Parish Easter liturgies and events. The Easter Mass on Saturday night
was like no other Mass we had seen before.
The young people of Balgo instantly befriended our La Salle
students and were interested in making friends and playing all sorts
of games!
It was great for the fourteen students from Balgo, who attend La
Salle College to further their secondary education, to be able to show
their friends and peers from Perth the place where they grew up and
to tell us their stories and the story of Balgo including the story about
the Luurnpa Bird - the Magical Kingfisher.

Locals and visitors have time for a photo during the busy schedule of sporting and
other activities. Photo: D Perrett

The trip was a huge success and ended in Broome with Mass at
Our Lady Queen of Peace Cathedral. It was great to see Bishop
Saunders and share our Balgo experiences with him.
We look forward to travelling to Balgo again and hanging out
with you mob!

Billiluna

Beagle Bay

By Tristan Sarah

A jubilant Jinup winning team. Photo: R Scott

On Thursday 27 May,
students of Sacred Heart School
Beagle Bay, on the Dampier
Peninsula, battled it out at the
local Athletics Carnival. It was a
wonderful day for sports, overcast
but no rain, and students marched
out in their factions: Dugong
(blue), Goolil (green) and Jinup
(white/grey). Dugong took the

lead after the long jumps, with all
teams neck and neck throughout
the competition until Jinup stole a
20 point lead for fantastic
cheering. The competition got
fierce during the team games with
all teams getting closer and closer
to the lead; in the end Jinup
triumphed with a 16 point win,
followed by Goolil and Dugong.

Students of Kururrungku Catholic Education Centre, Billiluna
(East Kimberley) had a visit from Mal Brough, the CEO of Bluearth.
We learned lots of new games and stretching exercises. Mal showed
us how to be active and loud and fast, and then how to concentrate
hard on our breathing and to be quiet and listen to sounds around us.
One of our
favourite activities
was the circus tricks.
Many of the students
learned complicated
balancing techniques
that allowed them to
build human
pyramids. We all
found it amazing that
it didn’t matter what
size people are, if the
balance and
concentration is
there, the tricks are
possible.

Jnr Robert McKay
forms a steady foundation for Jnr Donald Padoon to do his
circus trick, while Trent Padoon looks on. Photo: T Sarah
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Garnduwa News

Eagles Cup hosted in Warmun
Garnduwa hosted the annual
Eagles Cup competition at
Warmun on Thursday 27 May.
There was plenty of football for
the boys and basketball for girls.
Students from Warmum, Halls
Creek, Doon Doon and Frog
Hollow attended the carnival.
Football champions for the
day were Halls Creek who
defeated a combined team of
players from Doon Doon, Frog

Hollow and Warmun. It was an
exceptionally close game with
Halls Creek winning by just 2
points.
The basketball Grand Final
for the girls came down to a
match between Warmun and Halls
Creek with Halls Creek
becoming the overall winners on
the day.
Almost 80 students from the
four communities participated,

from 9.00am to 1.00pm. The
day was very successful with
some amazing talent and skill
being displayed in both
basketball and football.
Thanks to all the staff and
students who travelled as it
made for some great
competition.
Donna Nocketta - Best Team Player
for Warmun in the basketball.
Photo by: L Thorpe

Kununurra local to run
New York Marathon!

Photo: L Thorpe

From 6 to 17 May this year,
Garnduwa employee and
Kununurra local, Joseph Davies
(pictured) was in Canberra to
attend the Australian Institute of
Sport (AIS). It is just one part of
his long journey towards reaching
New York in November to run the
New York Marathon. Joseph and
three other Indigenous boys, from
the NT, have been selected to
participate in a program
coordinated by Rob de Castella.

Genazzano Exchange

Each day the boys went for
early morning runs and completed
various training drills such as
sprint work at the AIS track.
During the week there was also a
16km time trial.
However, it wasn’t all training
and hard work as the boys were
allowed pool sessions and
recovery time in the spa. There
was a tour of the AIS with US
Ambasador, Jeff Bleich, and a
tour of Parliament House with the

Minister for Indigenous Health,
Warren Snowdon.
While the week was mostly
about running, Joseph and the
other boys met Sydney Swans
stars Adam Goodes and Lewis
Jetta, then watched the AFL match
between the Sydney Swans and
the Western Bulldogs.
Joseph is off to East Timor for
the next stage of his training for
the Marathon.

Yesteryear Images from our past

Photo: S Starc

Four students of Genazzano College Melbourne were recently in
the Kimberley on a short exchange program. While in Broome they
visited the Diocesan Office where they joined Bishop Saunders for
this photo – from left, Claire Ingham, Mickie Tanna, Madeline
Slingo and Meaghan Wilson, with their accompanying teachers
Marea Lanki (R) and Lila McInerney (L).

Paul Cox loads up the oven at Beagle Bay Bakery. Circa 1961.
Photo: Diocese of Broome Archives
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■ BELOW:
Johane-Paul Smith receives his Certificate from Fr Daniel Kilala, Priest in Charge, at
Sacred Heart Church Beagle Bay following a ceremony for the reception of the
Sacrament of First Reconciliation for students of Sacred Heart School.
Photo: T Sarah

■ ABOVE:
Francis Waina is handy with a paint brush and is doing a
great job on the youth centre at Kalumburu in the remote north of the Kimberley.
Photo: CAS
■ RIGHT:
Bishop Christopher Saunders and classic car owner Shirley
Ward, seen here at the blessing of the cars prior to the
beginning of the Matso’s Classic Car Run, Broome to
Kununurra, a charity event in aid of the Notre Dame School
of Nursing. 050610 Photo: P Walton

■ BELOW:
John Pujajangka-Piyirn Catholic School in Mulan (East
Kimberley) celebrated Holy Thursday with the reenactment of the Stations of the Cross held under the
shelter of the new basketball court. Fr Eugene, Parish
Priest, opened the new facility and the evening concluded
with spectacular traditional Walmajarri dancing by
students. Artist Hanson Pye (L) presented the school
with his beautiful painting to mark the occasion.
Photo: L Coyle
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■ BELOW:
On Easter Sunday Fr Paul Boyers (L), Parish Priest of Derby, baptized Daryl
Minga at St Francis Church in Fitzroy Crossing. With Daryl are, (from left), his
Grandmother Marie Minga, and Godparents Dicky and Marie Surprise.
Photo: E Berteaux
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